More eyes on COVID-19: Perspectives from Ethics

The most powerful health-promoting forces in COVID-19 are social

As the COVID-19 pandemic rages through the world, all aspects of life globally are being disrupted by mounting death rates1 and governments’ responses. The first ethical lesson has been the realisation that the increasing instability of the world, characterised by diverging trajectories2 of health and well-being, with a minority (25%) benefiting from spectacular human development and progress, and a majority (75%) suffering from inadequate human and social development, is amplified in South Africa as a failing state, with its even wider disparities and continuing, pervasive poverty, hunger, unemployment and heavy burden of disease.

The second lesson relates to the complexity of the challenge for the government and people of a middle-income country seeking a balance between efforts to: (1) mitigate and control the pandemic for long enough to prepare already inadequate overall health facilities to save as many lives as possible, and (2) prevent severe damage to our fragile and crumbling economy in order to avoid deaths from starvation and other neglected health needs.

Our politicians, who are abandoning their moral legacy (like those in another retrogressing country3), are not well equipped to take difficult evolving decisions as the pandemic unfolds, without support from a range of available scholars in science, the humanities and medicine. Knowledge of the science4 and dynamics of socio-political-economic influences on health and disease are crucial to the wise use of knowledge to improve the lives and health of people at both individual and population levels.

Despite these shortcomings, some admirable attempts are being made to utilise both our well-funded private and poorly funded public health-care sectors to face the immediate challenges. The spirit in which the best and most committed of our health professionals are working, embraces high standards of evidence-based medical practice. Although less adequately taught in our medical schools, the ethics of clinical duties of care and the art of medicine are also manifest, having been nurtured during many decades of clinical experience in caring for the world’s largest proportions of patients with both HIV/Aids and tuberculosis.5 Inspiring confidence, trust and measured hope are important in everyday health-care practices, and of special importance during public health emergencies. These are best achieved through the application of knowledge with clear, unambiguous communication across diverse barriers by coordinated health-care teams, with empathic understanding of the contextual nature of personal suffering and appreciation of the uniqueness of each person with respect for patient autonomy.

A significant ethical challenge highlighted by the pandemic, is the failure to openly acknowledge a weakness of the popular notion of a ‘right’. Conceptually a ‘right’ can only be considered as one side of a coin, the other being a co-relative ‘responsibility’. Rights cannot be met without identifiable and accountable bearers of responsibilities with the ability to do so. The relevance of this at the level of the easing of lockdown restrictions is that national public cooperation is needed to ensure that all are aware, for example, that ‘your right not to be infected by me requires me to wear a mask, sanitise and respect social distancing, and my right not to be infected by you requires that you do the same’. By imposing some rigid and poorly conceived rules that provoke frustration and anger, our government is regretfully losing a crucial opportunity to enable all its people to embrace an ethics of good character and responsibility that could contribute to solidarity and social capital. At a higher level, achieving the ‘right to health care for all’ implies a societal responsibility. Despite success in ensuring equitable access to treatment for HIV/Aids, universal access to broader health-care needs and rights remains an important unfulfilled societal responsibility6 with implications that extend to considerations of the global political economy.

In addition to all the above, it should be noted that a public health lens enables us to ‘see’ that the most powerful health-promoting forces are social. Their effect on health is exemplified by the improved living conditions and use of sanitoria during the 19th century resulting in a ten-fold reduction in mortality from tuberculosis long before effective drug treatment was developed to complete the cycle towards the potential of curing almost all patients with this disease.7 It has been estimated that social forces, even in a wealthy country like Canada, account for 50% of the causal factors impeding good health. This proportion is much greater in Africa, disadvantaged by a legacy of previous exploitation8 that continues through internal and external processes9.

Extension of the interpersonal health ethics discourse since the 2003 SARS epidemic, to include public health ethics, has enabled careful examination of tensions between individual rights and the common good (e.g. quarantine), as well as the evaluation of arguments about how best to balance these conflicting, but mutually valued, ethical perspectives.10 Greater attention to social justice involves transparent and accountable processes for the allocation of limited health-care resources.11

A study of public health lessons from the SARS and Ebola epidemics revealed the ill-preparedness of the World Health Organization and the global community for large/sustained disease outbreaks.12 Seven themes that were identified as ethical lessons stemming from such moral failures and requiring rectification, are also of crucial importance in South Africa. These include recognition that: health systems are fragile and need strengthening; access to health services are best achieved through the application of knowledge with clear, unambiguous communication across diverse barriers by coordinated health-care teams, with empathic understanding of the contextual nature of personal suffering and appreciation of the uniqueness of each person with respect for patient autonomy. Despite success in ensuring equitable access to treatment for HIV/Aids, universal access to broader health-care needs and rights remains an important unfulfilled societal responsibility6 with implications that extend to considerations of the global political economy.
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The impact of both the pandemic and of governments’ responses, that most profoundly affect the poor majority in our country and globally, are amplified by a multifaceted complex global/planetary crisis within an ecocultural system stretched to the limits where multiple tipping points into chaos threaten the future of us all. These insights also help to clarify what striving ethically for health means in the world in which the COVID-19 pandemic has emerged and spread so dramatically.

This context comprises a multitude of upstream crises that generate considerations of the ethics of the global political economy, international trade, development aid and the creation of crippling debts, and of cruel industrial animal farming and wet markets with their implications for our humanity and our ecosystem. Such problems are aggravated within an energy-intensive market civilisation, driven by belief in endless economic growth, consumerism, the profit motive and free-riding on the environment, with damaging effects on health, especially in low- and middle-income countries.

All the above should be viewed through framings that reveal the ethical dilemmas and power relations relevant to population health and well-being (the socio-political underpinnings of which have previously been identified), and the need for a paradigm shift from a competitive anthropocentric focus towards a cooperative ecological perspective on all aspects of life and health. This agenda for a ‘new normal’ in a post-COVID-19 world could be advanced globally and locally through education and public discourse to foster widespread construction of a more collaborative concept of global health ethics as the rationale for mutual caring, in a country and a planet in the throes of entropy.

Innovative social action to facilitate sustainable survival is potentially feasible, given human imagination, ingenuity, determination and global political will by those with a vision for the future.
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